at the close of the season. The announcement was made by thegeneral manager of the college football.
CLEWELL TRACES RISE OF PLACEMENT SERVICE

That smooth rich flavor

Nestlé's
Milk Chocolate
 Richest in Cream!

SAVE 10%
ON HOSE AND NECKWEAR

Mention the "Pennsylvanian" or bring this
Advertisement to

SUZI L PERCHICK - GEORGE PERCHICK
at the

RIALTO SHOP DISPLAY
IN HOUSTON HALL TODAY OR FRIDAY
Latest Fancy Imported and Domestic Haberdashery

A Cut-In
Both Can Enjoy
A Coca-Cola cut-in is always good taste. So shines a good drink in a thirsty world.

If Any Man
Knows Washington
CLINTON GILBERT Does

"The Daily Mirror of Washington," on the editorial page of the Morning Public Ledger, is a bright and faithful reflection of official life in the Capital.

Mr. Gilbert's observations on national politics and politicians are both instructive and entertaining. His delineation of the personalities of people prominent in Government circles is masterly in its penetration. As a biographical paragraphist he has no equal.

Every Morning in the
PUBLIC LEDGER AND NORTH AMERICAN
READ IT EVERY DAY

CLOTHES Ready-made And Cut to Order
ESTABLISHED ENGLISH UNIVERSITY STYLES, TAILED OVER YOUTHFUL CHARMS SOLELY FOR DARING SERVICE IN THE UNITED STATES.

Charter House
Suit and Overcoats
$40, $45, $50

Insurance
Then, If Necessary, the Student Can Be Recommended to an Agency That Has a High Number of Appointments for That Year.
A GENTLEMEN'S AGREEMENT:

Among the fraternityals on the Pennsylvania campus there exists a so-called "gentlemen's agreement" as to the time and manner of choosing. This organization is ineffective for several reasons. In the first place, everyone is bound to press charges against another brother under organization and, secondly, there is no sniveling body for the purpose of searching for traces of infidelity on the part of any particular group.

In short, it seems that a "gentlemen's agreement" among the brothers sycophantic to the Interfraternity Agreement is not feasible. Under this agreement a certain amount of honesty among the members of the organization involved do not conduct themselves as gentlemen. Feeling secure in the fact that no other house will press charges against them, these men are heedlessly disregarding the Interfraternity rulings. These men are dragging down the honor of their respective houses.

Don't misunderstand us—we are not insinuating that the majority of houses are involved in this general infamy. We believe that most of them are keeping their word. But, as we point out, it is manifestly unfair to those gentlemen fraternityals who are trying to live up to the honest fraternity association to take advantage of their commendable efforts.

That in just the extremely insincere Interfraternity Council should take a hand. By no other body on the campus can such a thing be considered. It, therefore, falls to the lot of the representative student branch to obtain evidence of the flagrant violation which may be daily occurring.

We would recommend to the members of the Council that they take up their duties immediately, and cause the body of which they are a part to perform the function which is allotted to it.
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FRIGIDAIRE THE ELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR AND MODERN HOUSE COOLING EQUIPMENT

MAC, plus June and Jak.

Masks and wig once more

After the usual dormant period between seasons, the Mask and Wig Club will resume its activity on the campus, with a smoker in Hinton Hall tonight. Apparatus for places in the cast and chorus will attend the affair, and will be discussed as to the details of the competition. The list of long list of activities at the University, the Mask and Wig occupy an exalted position among the leaders. Productions in past years have amazed the fans of Pennsylvania throughout the eastern and midwestern portions of the country, and the excellence of the productions has been generally conceded.

Here, then, is an opportunity for students who wish to take part in this, dancing, or drama, to engage in a worthwhile activity. Coupled with the natural satisfaction received by the Mask and Wig, the true sportsman and experience gained from participation in the production affords ample inducement for undergraduates to compete.

Therefore, if your talent is of such a nature as to fit you for a place in the 1928-29 Mask and Wig production, we would like to see you register. Every student who has won any sort of recognition in the homemaking fields will be carried above those of former years. Upon the side of the turn-out tonight largely depends the success of the Mask and Wig season.

FRIGIDAIRE
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Dressed Thought, a Well Dressed Man

The newspapers have had a great deal to say about Mr. Scott's colorful career. The vivid digests must have taken a course in Transportation of Leather Goods.

Queen Marie is the only lady we know to travel on a special train and have more money at the end of her journey than when she started. Several of the boys are disappointed because she isn't going to be the Junior Prom.

"Mexican Bait Mote by by of Now!"—Headline. Why in the old Mexico was the "Mexican Bait Mote by of Now!" which means "from one revolution many are killed."

The result being hard, the election results came

MAC, plus June and Jak.

MAC, plus June and Jak.

Don't put off tomorrow what you can put off today.
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"Style is the Dress of Thoughts and a Well Dressed Thought, like a Well Dressed Man, Appears to Great Advantage."

Le Roy extended to members of the Faculty and Students of the University of Pennsylvania.

Beethoven Orchestra & Chorus

Hear the World's Greatest Artists

Biggest Reduction AND CONCESSION

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1928

PENN & INK

FRATERNITIES

BOARDS

ROUNDBOARDS

CAMPUS SPORTS

Better refrigeration at a Lower Cost than you are properly appreciating.

FRIGIDAIRE is now being used by the U. S. P. in several departments.

Let us investigate your refrigeration needs and recommend the proper equipment.

"I'm just a Little Bit Hungry, but I'm sure that the Jinnus office is just around the corner."-

"You suffer effusions have reduced our subscription list to half the former number. The remaining subscriber is trying for our front, and says he doesn't need your column anymore. He says you are, but he can't find your own."

If you have unanimously come to the conclusion that we can't wait for you to do it yourself, we watch your step as you come up the stairs.

Ware, H. Paul, 26, 916 S. Tenth St.

Frazer, H. B., 1916 Poplar 9613

FRIGIDAIRE Show Rooms
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"Style is the Dress of Thoughts and a Well Dressed Thought, like a Well Dressed Man, Appears to Great Advantage."

PERRY & CO., N.B.T.

16th & CHESTNUT

UNIVERSITY MEN'S DEPARTMENT
GRIDMEN BEGIN PRACTICE
FOR CORNELL ENCOUNTER

LONG BLOCKBOARD TALK PRESENTS
Initia Work-in in Preparation for
Cornell Battle

LONG SIGNAL PRACTICE HELD

In spite of a cold rain which kept up
most of the afternoon, the Varsity grid-
men held a long practice session yester-
day in preparation for the annual clash
with Cornell on Thanksgiving. Princeton,
while scoring, who saw the Big Red team
come behind in the final period of their
game with Dartmouth last Saturday and
score 17 points to defeat the Green,
say that the Elims are running into
top form and have one of the most power-
ful football combinations in the East. In
view of this report the Red and Blue
coaches have planned a hard practice
schedule for this week in order that the
Varsity attack will be at its best in the
final game.

For over an hour at the beginning of
practice, the players patterned around a
blackboard in the locker room and were
run over the different plays under the di-
rection of the coaches. After this "wall
practice" the gridmen went out on the wet
field to continue the workout.

On rainy days the gridmen are protected
with a huge canvas cover. This was left
over the field power and the gridmen perspired along the sides of the en-
closure.

After a jog around the field the three
dozen players lined up and down the side
lines in a lengthy signal drill which was
a feature of yesterday's workout. The
motion was continued until after dusk
and big flood lights, located in the upper
decks of the North and South stands had
been brought into play to illuminate the
field.

The Varsity squad is almost entirely
free from injuries in spite of the fact that
they have played three extremely difficult
games on successive Saturdays. "Nick"
Odlorne was nursing an Injury of the
knee. Heaps accruing to the times for
the varsity athletica for the team out for
the meet and the Big Red, "who
outranges, at present as is expected to be
in shape for the Cornell battle.

NATATORS WILL PARTICIPATE
IN FIFTH WEEKLY CONTEST

Members of the swimming squad will
engage in the fifth of the series of swum-
ming meets at the Westphalian Hall pool
at "o'clock today. Events on the program
are: 100-yard backstroke, 200-yard breast
stroke, 100-yard free swim and the free
diving. These events will be run with
handicaps according to the times for the
distances as previously recorded.

All squad members are required to be
present at the meet and no awards will be
given. Every attendance has marked the success
of the swimming and the coaches are endeavoring to have all the candi-
dates for the team out for this meet.

It is hoped that the men will respond
properly to this call and show by participa-
tion their interest in this activity.

THE PENNSYLVANIAN

GRIDMEN BEGIN PRACTICE
FOR CORNELL ENCOUNTER

A Tuxedo of this high
caliber at such a low
price - Distinctive Eng-
lish lines - rich fabric-
full silk lining - wide
lapels of the finest satin
- each garment an in-
dividual achievement
in correct designing,
skilled workmanship
and quality fabrics.

COLLEGE CAMPUS CHAT

The first alumni senior club is
founding at the Carroll School under
the auspices of the University of Cal-
ifornia. The club has six members who
will work hard and other wearing ap-
paired with feminine design.

Students in the German university
take but one exam in four years, concen-
trate in one field of knowledge, and are
allowed no cuts.

A candidate for the Northwestern Uni-
versity football team recently lost the
nursery, but the police were able to
identify him by his team's signals which he
continually repeated.

Upon discovering that a pug 2000 feet
long and three inches in diameter, which
would withstand the strain of a tug-
boat war between the Fres- 
man and Sopho-
more classes would cost at least $1,000,
the Princeton Senior Council has decided
to abolish the event.

Although handicapped by having only
one leg, there is an athlete at Dartmouth
who is an exceptionally fine high jumper.
His record up to the present time has been
9 feet 1 inch.

Two rounds of St. John's University, while
on a student tour of Europe, had the
honor of demonstrating the Chartion be-
fore His Highness, the Prince of Sweden.

Boston University recently established
a course for prospective bishops.

Paying the Fresman in his place at
Princeton University recently took a rather
delicate and embarrassing form. Fresman
who were pledged to fraternities were
forced to release fair clothes from their
closets at a dance and were paddled by the
opportunity. The older students
declared on the Fresman dance armed
with paddles, ordered the freshmen to re-
lease their fair companions, and used the
ballroom floor as a paddling pond.

For that real
English-Cut Tux
at reasonable rental rates - see
"NEUBAUERS"

Every Day in 500,000 Homes

Freihofers
Fine Bread Is Served
Fresh From Oven

For clothes
satisfaction to many Pene
Our "brightest and best" work now
waits your call whether for Sack, Tux-
edo, Full Dress, Sports Suits or Over-
coats.

Always the newest in pattern and the
latest in style.

PYLE & INNES
LEADING COLLEGE TAILORS
1115 WALNUT ST.

PYLE & INNES
Tailors for Men and Boys

Philadelphia

PHILADELPHIA

CLOTHES SATISFACTION
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IT PAYS TO INSIST ON ARROWS

ARROW BROADCAST SHIRTS

WITH ARROW COLLARS ATTACHED

IMPORTED ENGLISH BROADCLOTH OF PERMANENT LUSTER AND GREAT DURABILITY

CLUCKET, PPLAYBOY & CO. MAKERS

STUDENTS TAKE NOTICE

We give you special rates on rental

You can save from $10 to $20

in a rebuilt Typewriter

AMERICAN WRITING MACHINE CO.

1209 ARCH STREET
3 STORIES

LOCOUST 1881

PENNYPACKER 1457

For Well Dressed Men,
New Fall Models

$8

Open Saturday Evenings

The Smartest

Oxford

You've Ever Seen—

expressing character, refinement, correctness and personality, which constitute distinction of person.

Prices $7 to $10

Zimmerman's

MEN'S SHOES

137 So. Broad St.

1232 Market St.

Clemwell Trades, Inc.

95 West 40th St.

PHILADELPHIA

Clemwell Trade's RISE OF PLACEMENT SERVICE

(Continued from Page Three)

something, possessing nothing more than an employment service of course. Alumni often desire help regarding their employment, but I find that what is nearly of far greater importance is an analysis of the attitude towards life, and a renewal of latent vision, rather than merely planning before the Alumni the facts that a firm desires a man of a given type.

"If an Alumni does not know what positions are open, I invariably tell him that he is apparently better off than the wrong angle. Of much greater importance, however, is the indefinable aspect. What are your qualifications?" If he has come out of the University for no more than what these 60 years contributed to his character, there is no point in further discussion. I find that there is a vast array of opportunities, and that if everyone is not qualified to fill them, I know how to point the way. This is the spring of life at the top and yet this is what constitutes, in my opinion, the great lack of fulfillment of the conditions of the old man. That is, a man skilled in his business shall stand before kings. But so it seems must ever go at the great practical phases of the world's work. Undergraduate exchanges cannot guarantee the carrying out of the essentials of success in after years, but the University can, and does now offer to each Alumni, however, so many years he has been from the academic environment of student days, to give the counsel and advice which may be in him at some time the most important faking of his life.

To show, in the new Placement Service offered primarily to contribute to the life of each Alumni the assurance that the University has an abiding interest and sympathy in his life. Problems of the most personal and complicated character are discussed daily in our offices with Alumni whose ages range from 20 to 80 years. No problem is too small and none too large. Our voice, being officially appointed in the character of a representative of the University, enables us to give immediate attention to any problem a member of the Alumni may present. Should we not be competent to solve a problem, we are able to recommend those who will.

One other significant aspect of this new Placement Service should be emphasized. Keep in mind that it is alleged impracticality as if this new service could become anything but a place for exchange of employment notes. It follows that one of its great functions should properly be to enhance the opportunity for the Alumni of whom we are in position of leader in industry and commerce, and by so accomplishing it to present the fact that through the University there can constantly be found experts and executives practically every function of the industrial organizations. It is not too much to say that any of the great industrial corporations can find through the University trained engineers, chemists and civil engineers for manufacturing departments; and also that which might often be overlooked, that in like manner, executives may be found to make charge of each division of the labor of labor, personal, production, advertising, accounting, legal and salaried services.

"Nor is it difficult to imagine that Alumni who are leaders in their respective communities may find new and then and the community is undermined in some such manner as professional as Architecture, Engineering, Medicine or Law. But there is no one who can do the Alumni who are in a position to do so, to make it possible for the University to discontinue with certain advantages always appealing qualified candidates from the pool of the responsible leaders, performing an important economic service to each country.

In closing, it may properly be stated that I am in the habit of starting before the Alumni that no service of this character can ever hope for greater success unless far deeper sense of obligation is instilled in the hearts of alumni to act in the spirit of true, self-sacrificing attitude of genuine Fellowship. The issues involved in the problem are deep and difficult to solve ever by any stretch of imagination, express to group the deeper issues unless the greatest spiritual aspects of existence were given their proper place in the vast problems involved. In these any who think that the hundreds of cases many be better than I would like. I mean that the sense of genuine moral obligation should remain constant peace and the spirit of the man with whom is to be very essential in so far as it involves these deeper influences has ever permeated into life's problem. Away and beyond
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